
ALL for Creativity 
 

         Sat 24th Feb 2018 
 Winterbourne International Academy 
 (North Bristol)    9.30am to 1.15pm 

 

 

 
 
     

 
 
 
 

 
 

Registration and refreshments from 9:00am 
 

Publisher & Tour Operator Stands:  before conference and in the break 
 

Talk by the John Rolfe from the British Council at 9:30am before the keynote address 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Choice of workshops:  any two of the following (Session A – 11:10am to 12:10pm, Session B – 12:15pm to 1:15pm) 
 

In a change from last year's booking arrangements, you will be able to express workshop preferences when buying your ticket on 
EventBrite, but your allocated workshops will be confirmed on arrival at the venue.  
 

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/all-west-of-england-conference-all-for-creativity-tickets-41681346028 

 
Steven 
Fawkes 

Authentic and Creative 
Steven Fawkes will illustrate engaging activities which encourage spontaneous speaking, response to authentic texts 
(including Literature), manipulation of language, memorization and consider motivation.  Examples in French, 
Spanish and German.  

Nadine 
Chadier 

Language is creativity! 
Nadine would like to inspire you to unveil your love and joy of languages by going off-piste with tips and tricks that 
bring the language alive through creative hands on projects.  Examples will be given in French, but are transferable to 
other languages. 

James 
Cordle 

Say something! Encouraging pupil talk in the classroom 
Getting pupils to speak a foreign language can be a real battle! With spontaneous speaking and being able to think 
on your feet a much bigger part of the new GCSE speaking exam, it is more important than ever that we are 
preparing our pupils in the right way from the moment they start. The main focus of the workshop will be to look at 
practical ways we can encourage pupils across the age and ability range to talk in the classroom through a variety of 
easy-to-adapt activities. We will also explore why it's important and what other factors can contribute to a classroom 
where pupils increase the amount of target language talk.  The workshop will cover examples in Spanish and French 
but will be easily applicable to German or other languages. 
 

Ruth 
Bailey 

Can Neuroscience help us understand more about good practice in MFL? A focus on Science of 
Learning, memorisation and recall. 
As studies of the brain become more and more sophisticated, we are gaining a much better idea of how our pupils 
learn. In this session we will look at concepts from the 'Science of Learning' project at the University of Bristol's 
School of Education, and apply these to MFL teaching and learning, with a particular focus on memorisation and 
recall strategies. These building blocks to language learning are key for pupils to become creative and independent 
with the language. No Science background is required!  Examples will be applicable to all languages. 
 

 

 

Booking and Payment Online: 
 
 

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/all-west-of-england-conference-all-for-creativity-tickets-41681346028 
 

or just search for ‘Event Brite ALL West of England Conference’ 

Keynote address by Steven Fawkes - Language learners: creating what? 
(9:40am to 10:40am) 
 

Steven Fawkes will explore, with a light touch, the notion of what creativity means in the context of the 
languages classroom, who is supposed to do it, and how it fits with the multiple tasks of the teacher! There 
will be participation and a collaborative performance! Examples in a range of languages. 

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/all-west-of-england-conference-all-for-creativity-tickets-41681346028
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/all-west-of-england-conference-all-for-creativity-tickets-41681346028


 

Steven Fawkes 
 
Steven did his training to be a Middle School teacher in Durham where he began teaching Languages in Secondary in 1977. 
His thirteen years in a Comprehensive School in Durham City were followed by three years as a Curriculum Support Teacher in the County, 
supporting curriculum development for Languages across mainstream and special education during the implementation of the first National 
Curriculum.  At the same time he was founder Secretary of the NE Branch of ALL (Association for Language Learning) - he continues to volunteer 
for ALL to this day. 
 
Professionally Steven then moved to London to work as Education Officer for Schools (Languages) at the BBC; this work involved the development 
of TV, radio, print and Internet resources for Languages in Schools as well as evaluation and training work with teachers. Here he was involved in 
award-winning projects such as Tobu- KS3 Japanese online, GCSE Bitesize and Something Special.  Later Steven also took the lead on resources for 
Special Education, and finally moved to managing the overview of Policy in the whole Schools area.  Subsequently he worked in Initial Teacher 
Education and teacher CPD. 
 
He has twice been President of ALL, and he is now a Trustee and Membership Officer; in 2013 he was elected a Fellow of the Association.  
He is Chair of the ALL Branch in the North-East of England and is closely involved with the work of several Special Interest Groups within the 
Association (including currently the Initial Teacher Education SIG and the Primary and Secondary Steering Groups) . Steven writes regularly for 
Languages Today magazine and ALL online publications; he has written also extensively in the past for CiLT, BBC and TES as well as authoring books 
for Language learners and teachers, and others.  Steven project managed the creation of the ALL Literature wiki http://ALL-
Literature.wikidot.com which he continues to maintain and edit, and this year is ALL's representative in THE LANGUAGE MAGICIAN Erasmus + 
project. 

 
Nadine Chadier 
 

Nadine Chadier enjoys teaching French in primary schools and museums as well as creating innovative brain-friendly resources. She thrives on 
sharing her passion of languages, magic tricks, the power of music and short film making (as an Intofilm Ambassador) with her pupils and teachers 
(hosting the ALL North London Primary Hub) and delivering inspirational CPD. She has coded the French language to make it easy to read aloud and 
pronounce French correctly, engaging all learners with panache. Beware! her passion is contagious! 
 

James Cordle 
 
James Cordle has been a teacher for 8 years and Assistant Head of Department at Chew Valley School for 3 years. He has also been Head of 
Spanish for 6 years. He has led whole school Teaching and Learning initiatives and is a well-respected and inspirational teacher who loves the fact 
that he never stops learning in what is a challenging and very rewarding environment! 

                                                                  
Ruth Bailey 
 
Ruth has been involved in MFL teaching and learning for more years than she cares to remember! Currently she is PGCE MFL tutor and PGCE co-
director at the University of Bristol. After many years as a Languages teacher in schools in London and then setting up a MFL department from 
scratch, she worked at CILT, the National Centre for Languages, as part of the GTP programme and as Key Stage 3 network coordinator. Before 
coming to work at the University of Bristol in 2013 she ran the MFL PGCE at Goldsmiths, University of London, working with both primary and 
secondary trainee teachers. 

 

 
 
Winterbourne International Academy, High Street, Winterbourne, Bristol BS36 1JL        
(North Bristol, close to M4/M5 interchange, Bristol Parkway station and Cribbs Causeway) 

 
Closing date for bookings:  Thu 22 Feb 2018 

 
Any enquiries about this event may be made to:   
 
thockaday@nortonhillschool.com 

 
 

Booking and Payment Online: 

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/all-west-of-england-conference-all-for-creativity-tickets-41681346028 

 
In a change from last year's booking arrangements, you will be able to express workshop preferences when buying your ticket on 

EventBrite, but your allocated workshops will be confirmed on arrival at the venue. 

Conference Fees 
 
Student Teachers                 £21
  
ALL Individual Members  £28
  
ALL Group Members           £33 
 
Non Members                      £38
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